About Humans

Thr, July 2 (Week 2.5)
What makes us uniquely human?

Walking up straight and using tools?
Virtual Human

How are virtual humans different from real humans if all in the metaverse?
Super Human/Humanoids

Who will see through walls, send messages with their minds not with fingers.
The Lures of Virtual Worlds

Case 1: A World Everyone Follows Your Order

Is it wrong for someone to want being there?

Pursuit of happiness.

Case 2: People (at least their minds) living forever inside virtual worlds.

Is all the people living forever dystopian?

Isn’t this cloning, but without biology?
A Moral Question that will become Political

Compare the humanness of the followings:

virtual humans, robots, biological clones, biologically modified humans, mechanically augmented humans, humans addicted to VR and refuses reality, robots with a brain of a human who was once a real human, robot with a brain biologically generated, etc.

Now, in a world of limited resources, try to distribute resources to them.

Trolley Problem: A convenient template for examining someone's value system (while it is originally about automacy, not different kinds of people).
The World without Privacy

Current Generation:

    Headsets are machines with a massive amount of sensors.

Future Generation:

    Virtual worlds have all of everyone’s behavior in their database.